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This Symposium on the Relation Between Scholarship and Teaching owes its origin to an earlier landmark symposium in this Review. Published in 1996 and co-edited by Fred Shapiro and Jean Stefancic, the Symposium on Trends in Legal Citations and Scholarship featured a sterling collection of articles on various aspects of legal scholarship, including the most-cited law review articles of recent years, the most prolific law professors and faculties, the single most-cited article of all time, whether courts and scholars cite the same articles, the reception of interdisciplinary and outsider scholarship, and a humorous reflection on the meaning of it all.

Publication and scholarship are only one aspect of a legal academic's daily life, however. What about teaching? And what about the relation between them? Those twin aspects of law professors’ professional lives, along with public service, occupy most of our time and determine our fortunes at promotion and tenure time and our prestige in our law schools and the wider community. Is one aspect more determinative of our careers, and, if so, should it be? Can one be very good at both teaching and scholarship? Are the most distinguished
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scholars—the superstars—also good teachers? Conversely, can a person be a superb teacher if he or she never writes a word; or a brilliant thinker or wordsmith, yet an uninspiring, lackluster teacher?

This symposium is blessed with no fewer than four empirical articles exploring these and similar questions. Jean Stefancic asks whether new scholarly movements have any impact on teaching materials, in particular casebooks.8 Her exhaustive study of teaching materials by major academic presses shows that the editors of these compendious collections, when faced with a choice between the mainstream and the innovative, generally opt for the former. Articles by Deborah Jones Merritt,9 James Lindgren and Allison Nagelberg,10 and Fred Shapiro11 all address the question whether good teaching and good scholarship tend to go together in the same individual. The first two find a positive correlation, either slight or substantial, depending on the measure of teaching effectiveness used.12 Shapiro, however, reports a surprising finding: At the very highest reaches of legal scholarship, the writers producing it may be lackluster, or even bad, teachers.13 Finally, Jonathan Entin, editor of the Journal of Legal Education, writes on scholarship about teaching, concluding with suggestions for how that scholarship could be even more rigorous than it is now.14

Are good teaching and good scholarship synergistic? Do they tend to go together? Might there be, in other words, a single quality or cluster of qualities, corresponding perhaps to the “G” of psychometric theory, that enables the same individual to display virtuosity in either teaching or writing?15 Or, as the school of “multiple intelligences” holds, may teaching and writing represent different (although perhaps overlapping) skills, so that any correlation between them would be indirect and muted?16 Perhaps the two performances are
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even slightly (or greatly) antagonistic, like excellence at radically different sports, so that the effort to develop, say, the showmanship required for great teaching would turn out to interfere with the quiet, contemplative, cloistered quality of life and mind required for great scholarship. (Or are these qualities required?) Three empirical studies in this symposium suggest answers to some of these questions without resolving any of them definitively.

I. Toward A Future Empirical Study

With the thought that someone—perhaps a major law review—might sometime carry out the large statistical study necessary to shed light on the relationship between classroom ability and scholarly distinction, the remainder of this Introduction discusses a few issues any such team might wish to consider.

A. Constituencies and Sociology-of-Knowledge Considerations.

Because any such study is apt to have political repercussions and to draw both favorable and unfavorable comment from the outset, those carrying it out should proceed aware of who the various constituencies and pressure groups are apt to be and what is at stake. The constituencies are likely to be at least three, corresponding to each of the areas in which professors are expected to demonstrate expertise. The natural constituency for teaching is, of course, current students. They are the ones who are most immediately affected by what we do in the classroom, how often we keep office hours, and whether we adopt one approach to classroom teaching, say the Socratic method, rather than another, for example, lecturing. This group is apt to care less about what we do in the way of public service or scholarship. Like the children of professional parents, they are less concerned about what we do in our office lives than what we do “at home” in the way of nurturing and caring for them. Indeed, some students, like the sons and daughters of the busy executive, may resent a teacher who, in their view, spends too much time in the library or study, writing obscure treatises that can only enhance the professor’s reputation.

A second group of constituents, young lawyers in their early years of practice, are apt to want the law faculty to engage in as much public service as possible, giving CLE lectures, serving on law reform committees to straighten out legal tangles, and giving advice to tyros like them over the telephone. They are apt to care less about how we teach—indeed they may favor the most scathing, anti-human...
cratic teaching because "if I survived it, so can they (the current crop of students)."

Finally, the natural constituency for legal scholarship is likely to turn out to be senior attorneys, many years into their practice lives, who are now partners, commissioners, judges, and holders of other weighty positions invested with social and political power. These graduates, some twenty or more years out of law school, are apt to be more concerned with the reputation of the school (which they may remember with rose-colored glasses) and the contribution of its faculty to the broad social currents that now engage their attention. Judges will also be interested in legal scholarship, especially the doctrinal kind concerned with resolving conflicts among circuits and the other day-to-day problems of the bench. Tenure committees are apt to favor scholarship as well. At any rate, this outline of likely constituencies and pressure groups may help any future researcher understand reaction, and possible resistance, to his or her impending study.

B. Scholarly and Teaching Merit—How Measured?

An early issue any researcher interested in examining the relation between teaching and scholarship must address is how to measure performance. With scholarship, the Chicago-Kent criteria, devised for previous surveys, recommend themselves for their simplicity and broad acceptance. Yet those criteria measure only publication in the top law reviews. It would seem that future research should consider some method for awarding points for the publication of books and teaching materials, as Professor Merritt has done.

What about teaching? Unfortunately, no universal criteria for rating classroom ability exist except student teaching evaluations, which have come under fire recently for volatility and manipulability. A recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, for example, describes a study in which a professor who had gotten mediocre marks for several years decided to teach the same class but with greater enthusiasm. The professor consciously spoke with more inflection and waved his hands more. The professor otherwise taught in exactly
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the same way he always had, using the same notes and materials.  
Not only did the professor’s course evaluations soar, the evaluations professed greater satisfaction with the textbook and other aspects of the course.  
Student evaluations may also be difficult to obtain for a large sample. For this symposium, Professor Lindgren was able to obtain evaluations for the faculty at three law schools.  
But Professor Merritt, with a much larger sample to analyze, used teaching awards which measure teaching effectiveness less directly than the evaluations themselves. Still, student evaluations undoubtedly register something, and their potentially wide availability—some universities put them on websites—would make it a relatively straightforward matter to compile a sample of teaching evaluations and calculate a coefficient of correlation. One group of data might consist of each teacher’s average teaching evaluations and their relationship, positive or negative, to various measures of scholarly productivity. A negative correlation would confirm scholarship’s detractors, who argue that scholarship is given too much weight at the expense of teaching, while a positive or zero correlation would cut the other way—would show that topflight legal publishing is not carried out to the detriment of a professor’s obligations to students.

The massive amount of work such a study would require would suggest that it would best be carried out by a team of researchers, perhaps the staff of a major law review. Sponsorship by such an organization could, as well, avoid the suspicion that the researcher had an axe to grind, as might be the case were it carried out by a professor or a professional organization. But that is another symposium—and, I hope, another story. In the meantime, the rich and thought-provoking articles that form this symposium supply important insights into the way teaching and research—the main tasks of a law school—work together.
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